The **UAF Writing Center** offers services to writers throughout rural Alaska and all locations beyond. Our tutors are available to assist students at any phase of the writing process.

Assistance we can provide includes:

- Brainstorming
- Tips for getting started--freewriting, outlining, developing tree diagrams, clusters, etc.
- Drafting issues--following assignment guidelines, developing ideas, organizing ideas, shaping arguments/thesis, writing introductions & conclusions
- Revision strategies--attending to such concerns as word choice, sentence structure, writing conventions, reworking or refining aspects of the draft
- Citation format--MLA, APA, Chicago, Other (CSE, AAA, ASA)
- Any other writing needs

We welcome writing on any topic and at all levels. Whether writers have a scratch outline or a completed draft or something in-between, we can provide a forty-five minute tutorial session no matter your location. We offer advice--always constructive, often great--and the collaboration of student and tutor can lead to strong papers and more confident writers.

**The Process:**

Students can call (907) 474-5314 or email us at uaf-writing-center@alaska.edu to make an appointment.

The telephone tutorial service is available four nights a week (MTWR 7:00-10:00PM) and Sunday afternoons (Su 1:00-6:00PM).

Students will send us their papers (via email to uaf-writing-center@alaska.edu) prior to the appointment (by 5:00PM for an evening session and by 12:00 noon for a Sunday tutorial).

The tutor will telephone the writer at the appointed time.